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Complementary DNA microarray and high density oligonucleotide arrays opened the opportunity for
massively parallel biological data acquisition. Application of these technologies will shift the emphasis
in biological research from primary data generation to complex quantitative data analysis. Reverse
engineering of time-dependent gene-expression matrices is amongst the first complex tools to be
developed. The success of reverse engineering will depend on the quantitative features of the genetic
networks and the quality of information we can obtain from biological systems. This paper reviews
how the (1) stochastic nature, (2) the effective size, and (3) the compartmentalization of genetic
networks as well as (4) the information content of gene expression matrices will influence our ability to
perform successful reverse engineering.

Introduction
The study of genetic networks lies in the border area of molecular biology,
computer simulations and the study of complex heterogeneous systems. The
theoretical and experimental approach to genetic networks developed rather
independently, the scientific interaction often being limited to polite curiosity from
both sides. There has been an apparent lack of tangible problems requiring the united
efforts of experimental biology and theory, since biological studies have produced a
relatively low amount of information that was traditionally analyzed by simple
decision trees. The limitations of technology lead to a somewhat tautologous
strategy of understanding molecular biology. Genes or gene products were classified
whether they had a dominant effect on a given endpoint in a certain phenotypic
assay. If they did not, they were discarded as irrelevant. If they did, simple decision
trees were satisfactory to predict what would happen if the gene or its product were
modified, since the gene had a dominant effect in the given biological assay (by
virtue of identification). This circular reasoning and the state of experimental tools
of molecular biology did not necessitate dealing with combinatorial issues or
complex network analysis. Analysis, decision making and prediction did not need to
be delegated from “human thinking” to “machine thinking”. In cancer research, for
example, all experimental tools are biased towards the identification of dominant
oncogenes, and the question of non-dominant cooperating oncogenes has been
largely ignored. In this latter case, several genes together induce neoplasia, but
individually they have no detectable transforming ability. Identification of nondominant cooperating oncogenes requires a large body of experimental information
to start with, and powerful computer tools to analyze complex regulatory
interactions. The lack of both of these requirements directed almost all attention
towards dominant oncogenes, which in turn proved to be a fruitful research field,
since these genes have readily detectable effects. However, as a result, the complex
network nature of gene regulatory interactions has been ignored.
It is only recently, that molecular biologists have began to recognize that,
for quantitative analysis of gene-expression patterns, living organisms can be viewed
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as massively parallel computers. Recent technological developments, such as largescale gene-expression measurements and the human genome project promise an
increase of several orders of magnitude in the amount of experimental information.
This sudden surge in actual data has renewed the interest in genetic networks from an
experimental point of view. For example, it is manageable now for a single
scientist to measure within a few months the expression level of all genes of a
given organism, such as the approximately 6000 genes of yeast, in a time-dependent
manner during the cell cycle1. Consequently, biologists will produce less biased and
significantly larger experimental databases that cannot possibly be analyzed by
simple decision trees. Therefore, experimentalists will face the question of how to
make use of large-scale gene expression measurements. Can biological interactions
be efficiently predicted based on massively parallel measurements? Can genetic
network theory, in cooperation with computer simulations, make any useful,
testable prediction about phenotypic changes in a given biological system?
Genetic network analysis is expected to help experimental biology in at
least two ways. First, massively parallel mRNA or protein quantitation can produce
time-dependent measurements, termed expression matrices, on a significant portion
of the members of a genetic network. These expression matrices are the result of the
underlying regulatory network. Analytical methods, in particular reverse
engineering2, 3, seek to extract information from time-series measurements in order
to identify regulatory interactions in these genetic networks. Then the predicted
individual regulatory interactions can be experimentally tested. Forward modeling,
on the other hand, is expected to produce expression matrices that accurately predict
the time-dependent gene-expression values. All forward modeling starts with an
empirically determined database. For example, all molecular biologists studying
human cells work on the same directed graph representing the human genes and gene
products and their regulatory interactions. If the data generated by them is organized
into an efficient database with sufficient understanding of the dynamic regulatory
interactions, then, at least in theory, this database could predict time-dependent
expression matrices given an initial parameter set. Then the predicted geneexpression patterns can be correlated with the experimentally determined geneexpression matrix and the observed phenotype.
Reverse engineering operates on the following principle: let us consider
two consecutive gene-expression states of a gene network. The later state is defined
either in a deterministic or a stochastic way by the first gene-expression state and the
regulatory interactions. The gene-expression changes occurring during the transition
from the first to the second state are consistent with a certain set of regulatory rules.
Another pair of consecutive gene-expression states will define another set of
possible regulatory interactions. As more and more sufficiently independent,
consecutive gene-expression state pairs are examined, the set of possible rules
consistent with all of them is narrowed down. In an ideal situation, after examining
an appropriate set of samples, a single set of regulatory interactions will be defined
that can produce all gene-expression state transitions examined. The set of
successive gene-expression patterns examined can be considered as the complete
information basis of the analysis. The information requirement for successful reverse
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engineering depends on the actual genetic network. One of the fundamental
questions, which recently became the subject of several pioneering studies2, 3, is
how much information is needed to map the gene-regulatory interactions of a
biological system.
At the most recent Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing in 1998,
computer simulations were presented by Liang et al.3 to estimate the number of
state transitions in a Boolean network which must be analyzed to determine the
regulatory interactions with a certain probability. At the same meeting, John Hertz
presented a more general quantitative estimate about the amount of gene-expression
measurements necessary to perform reverse engineering on discrete networks2. Both
of these studies depict a rather favorable picture about the potential use of reverse
engineering algorithms to determine regulatory interactions in genetic networks.
They essentially state that the number of measurements required to perform
meaningful reverse engineering is in the realm of experimental realization. These
papers, understandably, considered biological systems as Boolean genetic networks,
since these provided the only model system so far that produce insightful and
tractable numerical simulations about the overall behavior of large genetic
networks4. The applicability of the results derived from these discrete networks for
real biological systems is one of the key issues in the study of genetic networks. As
an attempt to bring theoretical and modeling studies and experimental biology closer
to each other, we will approach the question of genetic network analysis from the
experimental side. In particular, we will examine the following issues: What is the
nature of experimental information that we can obtain from actual genetic networks?
What kind of limitations can we expect during analysis due to the nature of
experimental biological information? We will present a series of factors inherent in
biological systems that will limit the amount of information contained in geneexpression measurements, and which will have a profound effect on the applicability
of genetic network analysis. These are: (1) the prevailing nature of the genetic
network, (2) the effective size of the network, (3) the compartmentalization of the
network, (4) the information content of gene-expression matrices.
In agreement with the relevant literature5, we will use the following terms
and definitions. The qualitative or quantitative expression pattern of genes at a given
time point defines a "gene-expression state". A series of successive gene-expression
states define a "transition path". The numerical values of time-dependent geneexpression measurements form a gene-expression matrix.
1. The prevailing nature of the genetic network:
For analytical purposes, genetic networks can be viewed either as
deterministic or stochastic systems. A deterministic network is a rigid system,
where the gene-expression state at a given timepoint and the regulatory interactions
between them unambiguously determine the gene-expression state at the next
timepoint. In such a network, there is only one path leading from a
certain gene-expression state to another, since none of the gene-expression states can
have two different successive outcomes (Figure 1). In a stochastic system, on the
other hand, a given gene-expression state can generate more than one successive
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Figure 1. Graphic representation of deterministic and stochastic genetic networks. Every
square-shaped node represents an entire gene-expression state, defined by the expression
level of thousands of genes. Here we show only six (A to F) genes, displaying levels
from no expression (empty squares) to maximum level of expression (full squares).
Connective directed "edges" represent state transition paths showing the direction of the
transition. Note, that in the deterministic network of figure A there is only one state
transition path exiting each state, whereas more then one path can lead into the same
gene-expression state. In the stochastic network of figure B, a multitude of transition
paths exit each node, and there are several paths entering each gene-expression state as
well.

gene-expression states, and therefore, different cells of the same population may
follow a different gene-expression path from one state of gene-expression to another.
The fact that in reality genetic networks are stochastic, is supported both by
theoretical considerations and experimental results. The number of transcription
factors in a cell nucleus is often low, about a couple of hundred; the environment in
which the gene regulatory interactions occur is far from free solution; and the
reaction kinetics is relatively slow. As a result of all these factors taken together,
stochastic mechanisms describe the kinetics of gene regulation more accurately than
a deterministic description, such as a set of continuous differential equations6. In
addition, there is a growing number of experimental results both in prokaryotes
(reviewed in reference 7) and eukaryotes, such as hematopoiesis in mammals8 that
could be best explained and modeled by stochastic mechanisms. In general,
stochasticity allows significant variations in the sequence of activation and
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inactivation of genes. In extreme cases, this can result in two cells undergoing the
same phenotypic change (e.g. proceeding from a certain point in the cell cycle to a
later one) but having the sequence of activation for two genes reversed (Figure 2).
Conceptually this would not be a problem if we were able to analyze the geneexpression matrixes derived from individual cells, although the computational cost
of analyzing a large number of alternative time-series data, considering the stochastic
generation of gene-expression matrices is probably high. More importantly, timeseries measurements will always be obtained as population-averaged data. Current
technology for massively parallel gene-expression measurements requires starting
materials derived from a large number, often up to tens of thousands or millions, of
cells. Even if it were possible to extract all quantitative parameters from a single
cell at a given time point (e.g. using highly sensitive, PCR-based technology) the
measurement itself kills or profoundly alters the organism, and we have no idea
which transitions the organism would have proceeded through at later time points.
In extreme cases, like the one in Figure 2, the population-averaged measurements
will mask the real regulatory interactions. In reality, gene X and gene Y might be in
a regulatory interaction with each other and never be activated at the same time. The
time-averaged measurements, however, would suggest that they are activated at the
same time. Stochastic simulations of large genetic networks7,9 are needed to assess
how often we can expect the masking of regulatory information by the abovedescribed mechanism.
Stochasticity can be one of the main reasons for the lack of sharp switchon and -off kinetics of gene-expression7, as often observed in experimental systems.
This will put an empirical limit on the number of informative timepoints obtained
in time-series measurements. In the yeast cell cycle, for example, it takes about 1020 min from the first traces of gene activation to reach the maximum level of
expression. In the human cell cycle, this time interval might increase up to two
hours. The error of quantitation for individual genes by traditional methods such as
Northern blot hybridization or quantitative PCR is about 15-20%, whereas the
massively parallel technologies, such as cDNA microarray or oligonucleotide chips,
currently suffer from a somewhat higher (30-50%) measurement error. A rational
experimental design will sample time-dependent gene-expression according to a
time-series in which each pair of consecutive measurements is expected to produce at
least as large expression level difference as the error of the measurement. Therefore,
the average speed of gene activation and inactivation in combination with the error
of the quantitation method applied will define an optimal time scale of the
experiment. More frequent sampling is unlikely to yield additional information and
less frequent sampling will likely lead to missing regulatory interactions.
This would yield 5-10 min sampling time intervals for cDNA microarray based
measurements in the yeast cell cycle,. The 10 minute time-intervals chosen by Ron
Davis’s group to cover the cell cycle of S. Cerevisiae followed closely the geneexpression dynamics1. Similarly, for human cells, massively parallel measurements
could yield a maximum of 50-80 useful timepoints. A similar maximum for the
number of informative timepoints can be established for other time-dependent
measurements, such as the effects of the activation of a given transcription factor,
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Figure 2. Time dependent expression changes of genes X and Y in two individual
stochastic genetic networks (figures A and B) and the experimentally measured,
population-averaged values (figure C). As described in the text, stochastic networks can
get from a given gene-expression state to another one via several alternative paths. In
the genetic network represented in figure A, gene X is activated before gene Y. Another
cell (figure B) might follow a gene-expression path in which the sequence of the
activation of these genes is reversed, even if gene X and Y are in regulatory interaction.
Experimentally, we can measure only the population-averaged values. Based on the
expression kinetics displayed by the genetic networks in figure A and figure B, both
genes will show the same time dependence of gene-expression changes, although the
maximum level of expression remains different.
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as well. We will show below, in point 4, how this will effect the amount of
maximum information contained in gene expression matrices.
Stochastic genetic network modeling, currently under development by
several groups7,9, could provide an insight into the severity of quantitation problems
to be expected during population-averaged time-series measurements.
2. The effective size of the network:
In modeling, genetic networks are often treated as deterministic networks of
the genes contained in the given cell. It is assumed that the expression-state of every
gene is determined unequivocally by the expression-states of its input genes. It is
well known, however, that the regulatory interactions between genes are not
deterministic at the mRNA level. A whole series of regulatory events exist between
the activation of a certain gene and the effect of the same gene on a downstream
regulated gene, and these regulatory events often receive multiple conditional inputs
from an array of other elements in the network. Let us review a demonstrative
example for the several steps involved from the production of mRNA of a
transcription factor until the production of mRNA of a downstream-regulated gene.
The product of the gene “c-jun” forms the AP-1 transcription factor complex, either
with another identical c-jun molecule as a homodimer, or with one of several other
proteins as a heterodimer 10. We start from the state when the mRNA of c-jun is
already produced (for the transcriptional regulation of this gene, see10). In addition to
the transcriptional regulation, the level of mRNA of this gene can be regulated by
the stabilization or destabilization of mRNA11, 12 (Figure 3). The level of protein
production will be proportional to the net amount of c-jun mRNA and not to the
transcriptional activation of this gene by itself. mRNA is the first regulated
derivative of the c-jun gene. All proteins are produced in the cytoplasm in a nonmodified form, and the jun protein has to be first translocated to the nucleus to exert
its transcriptional activity. The nonphosphorylated cytoplasmic and
nonphosphorylated nuclear jun protein can be considered as two further derivatives of
the c-jun gene, since there is evidence for the independent regulation of
localization13. The activity of the jun protein is significantly enhanced by
phosphorylation at serine 73 and serine 63. The nuclear phosphorylated form of cjun can be considered as an additional derivative, since both the function and the
regulation by stabilization differs for the phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated
form10. For example, the non-phosphorylated form can effectively inhibit the
glucocorticoid receptor activity, but it is much less effective in binding to and
activating the TPA-responsive element10. As shown on Figure 3, c-jun has at least
four independently regulated derivatives: its mRNA, the nonphosphorylated
cytoplasmic, nonphosphorylated nuclear and the phosphorylated nuclear forms.
Biochemistry is constantly increasing our knowledge about the localization of
proteins in different subcellular domains and about posttranslational modifications,
often at multiple and independently regulated sites of the same proteins. Without
doubt, this will further increase the number of independently regulated derivatives of
each gene. In addition to the “specific regulatory inputs” of proteins the activity of
biological molecules is often regulated by the concentration or concentration
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Figure 3. Independently regulated derivatives of the c-jun gene. For details see text.

gradient of small molecules or ions, such as Ca++, as well. Because of these
abundant regulatory factors, a genetic network based only on gene expression
patterns is non-deterministic. We have recently suggested14 the introduction of
“biological parameters” as the regulatory input unit, that incorporates all the above
described gene-derivatives, small molecules, etc. Models in experimental biology
have obviously been built on biological parameters instead of genes14. For a given
gene, mRNA, inactive and active protein, localization of proteins, cofactor
dependence, etc. must all be incorporated into the model.
Currently, the biochemical description of a single gene and its derivatives
involves about 5 to 10 distinct biological parameters on average. This would result
in a deterministic genetic network with about 10 times as many members than the
total number of genes.
3. The compartmentalization of the genetic network:
The level of compartmentalization of genetic networks will have a
profound effect on the analysis of gene-expression matrixes. A high level of
compartmentalization essentially means that the number of regulatory interactions
between subgroups of members of the genetic network is low, and therefore the
number of regulatory interactions to be tested by reverse engineering algorithms
could be significantly reduced. Whereas the effective size of the network will be
determined by an ongoing, concerted, and relatively slow effort by a significant
portion of biochemistry, the level of compartmentalization could be assessed with a
more limited effort. An increasing number of transcription factors, such as several
members of the nuclear receptor superfamily, can be efficiently, selectively and
quickly activated and inhibited15. In fact, small molecules that act as selective
transcription factor modulators is one of the main research directions of the
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Figure 4. Experimental determination of compartmentalization of a genetic network. The
figure shows a hypothetical set of three experiments. Directly regulated genes were
identified from gene-expression matrices after the activation of three different
transcription factors. Each square represents a gene, and each connecting edge represents
a direct regulatory input. The regulatory interactions identified from the different
experiments are distinguished by different line types. The gene in the middle of the radial
pattern of regulatory interaction is the modulated transcription factor.

pharmaceutical industry, and we could expect a steady increase in the number of
these agents. Direct modulation of transcription factors is expected to change the
expression level of a significant portion of all of its directly regulated genes. Of
course, there will be several directly regulated genes without any change in their
expression despite the direct modulation of the transcription factor, because, e.g. an
IF NOT function is involved in the regulation and the inhibitor is present, or an
AND function is involved and the other input is not present etc. Nevertheless,
analyzing the early and late time-points of the gene expression-matrix induced by the
direct modulation of a given transcription factor will give an informative
quantitative estimate about the number of directly regulated genes and about the
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number of secondary, tertiary etc. regulated genes, respectively. Let us consider
only the directly regulated genes. Figure 4 shows the results of a set of hypothetical
experiments. Increasing the number of direct regulatory interactions entered into the
database will gradually outline gene groups that have relatively few regulatory
connections between each other. In this case, gene groups A and B have relatively
few regulatory interactions, although because of the low number of experimental
data, several other possible gene compartments could be outlined as well. In case of
significant compartmentalization, reverse engineering can take advantage of the low
probability of regulatory interactions between different gene subgroups. Therefore,
the computational time will be significantly reduced
4. The information content of gene expression matrices:
DNA chip technologies 16, 17, proteomics, etc., are expected to produce a wealth of
information about quantitative changes in biological systems. This seemingly vast
database might provide surprisingly little information for quantitative analysis. Let
us consider for example the eukaryotic cell cycle. The complete time-dependent
gene expression matrix has already been produced for the cell cycle of the yeast, S.
Cerevisae1. Out of roughly 6,000 genes, 416 oscillated. The majority of these
genes peaked only once, and 33 peaked twice. Similarly, it can be generalized from
the literature for other organisms, that cycling genes tend to peak only once during a
complete cell cycle.
As we have seen above, it is not informative to take gene-expression
measurements more often than every 5 minutes for yeast and 15-30 minutes for
mammalian cells. Therefore, the maximum number of time points of a geneexpression matrix is Tmin/5 for yeast, and between Tmin/15 and Tmin/30 for
mammalian cells, where Tmin is the length of the biological process examined,
expressed in minutes. For the yeast cell cycle, this is typically around 90 min and
for mammalian cells usually between 900 to 1800 minutes (15 and 30 hours). The
gene-expression matrix for yeast can provide in the order of N x (Tmin/5) bits of
information. The majority of the genes, however, do not change their expression,
and the ones that do, change their expression only twice. Therefore, the identity of
the cycling genes, and knowing when they are turned on and off, carries all the
information about the cell cycle gene expression matrix. Now let us consider the
422 cycling genes versus the total number of genes in yeast and the maximum
number of quantitation time-points, which is about 20. Simple calculations show
that the actual amount of information obtainable from the yeast gene expression
matrix is about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than expected by the size of the
gene expression matrix alone. A similar rate of information can be established from
the time dependent gene-expression matrix for S. Cerevisiae during the metabolic
shift from fermentation to respiration 18. For higher eukaryotes, we do not have
similar comprehensive measurements yet. Nevertheless, a large body of data
suggests that the pattern of infrequent oscillation of genes and the ratio of
oscillating versus fixed expression genes will be similar in higher organisms14.
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Discussion
In his paper, John Hertz estimated that, for successful reverse engineering,
the number gene expression states to be measured, P will be in the order of
(1)
P=K log(N/K)
where N is the size of the entire network (e.g. the number of genes) and K is the
average number of regulatory interactions per gene2 . We pointed out, that a
deterministic gene-expression network will have to deal with about 5 to 10-fold
more variables than the number of genes in the system. According to equation (1),
the one order of magnitude increase in the size of the network will at most double
the number of experiments required. The information-theoretical perspective of
Hertz’s calculation also lets us estimate the effect of the reduced level of information
contained in gene-expression matrices described in point 4 19. According to Hertz, if
the expression matrix has only aPN bits of entropy instead of the full PN, then the
necessary number of experiments is increased by 1/a. (For details on the calculation,
see2.) We estimated about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude less information in geneexpression matrixes than expected by their size. This will send a more alarming
message to experimentalists. A 10-fold increase in cost may be troublesome and a
100-fold increase is often prohibitive in experimental biology. Assuming that the
cost per information unit does not decrease significantly with the increasing number
of experiments, the information content of gene-expression matrices might impose
financial limitations on reverse engineering.
The level of compartmentalization on the other hand might improve
our chances for efficient reverse engineering, although the quantitative data are still
missing to make estimates about this issue.
Finally, the nature of the genetic network seems to be the most uncertain
point in the quantitative analysis. The level of masking useful regulatory
information due to stochasticity is unknown. This issue can be hardly assessed by
experimental tools because of the very nature of the problem. Modeling large-scale
stochastic genetic networks seems to be the most informative approach that could
answer several questions. Does the stability, low level of oscillation, redundancy and
other overall features of biological systems restrict the state transition paths in a
way that the sequence of gene activation will remain the same with a low error?
In summary: During the next few years theory, modeling and experimental
data generation is expected to provide reliable estimates for the problems discussed
above. At this moment, the question is open: reverse engineering might prove to be
a powerful tool to decipher gene-regulatory interactions, but if the above discussed
numerical features turn out to be unfavorable, then the lack of information will
highly impede the application of this method. In this latter case, genetic network
analysis will be restricted to the well-known simple decision making process, which
in this case is: If a gene was activated within a certain time frame after another gene,
then they might be in regulatory relationship, that could be tested experimentally.
The interconnected nature of the problems presented in this paper will
hopefully generate a closer collaboration between the representatives of theoretical
and experimental biology.
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